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WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Our general mission fund has undergone
a revamp! Formerly the Mission
Partnership Fund, the fund we use most
for getting medicines into the hands of
people worldwide will now be called the
Medicines for Nations fund.

WHAT MEDICINES FOR NATIONS
LOOKS LIKE IN ACTION
There’s no limit to the ways Medicines
for Nations can touch individuals all over
the world. What begins as a donation
can soon look like a clinic in a village
that has not seen visitors—let alone
medical missionaries—in generations.
Or a suitcase that came halfway around
the world filled to its limit with muchneeded medicine. Or people cast aside,
expected to die, receiving the surgeries
and medicines that save their lives.
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Whereas our other funds are dedicated
for specific use (such as the Emergency
Disaster Relief, Medicines for Orphans,
or USA funds, to name a few), we use the

of medicines, vitamins, and supplies to
medical missions. That means 100%
of your donation goes from your hands
into the hands of those needing your
gift of life.

Will you help save lives? As 2018
draws to a close, please consider giving
to the Medicines for Nations fund via
our website or via text donation.
(See info below.)

OTHER WAYS TO SHOW SOME LOVE
Federal employees have the opportunity to give to Blessings International through the Combined
Federal Campaign using our CFC#: 11864. Blessings International also participates in many
State Employee Charitable Campaigns across the country through our federation, Neighbor to
Nation. Whether you work for a corporation or are a state employee, please look for us in your
Charity Guide or write us in using our EIN#: 73-1130590. Please refer us to anyone you know who
may work for the federal or state government, as these funds are a tremendous blessing to us,
allowing us to give more free medicine to those in need.
Many corporations also offer matching gift programs. We are happy to submit the required
documentation to participate in your company’s program.

HOW TO GIVE

YOUR GIFT OF $50 CAN PROVIDE
MEDICINE FOR UP TO 87 PATIENTS
GIVING BY MAIL
Use enclosed donation card and envelope
GIVING ONLINE
Click “Donate” at www.blessing.org
GIVING BY SECURE MOBILE APP
Text “MEDICINES” to 41444
Every Gift Makes a Difference!

Guidestar has awarded Blessings their highest rating
of Platinum to reflect our level of accountability and
transparency. We rank in the top 2% of all rated charities.
Blessings has been accredited by Evangelical Council for
Financial Accountability since 1981.
Federal employees can donate through the Combined
Federal Campaign #11864. State and local government
employees can look for us in their Charity Guide under the
Neighbor to Nation federation.

Learn more at www.blessing.org
Follow us on social media

Code #11864

